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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
**Circumspectly**: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surprise or danger.

Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."

II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his devices."

II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."

I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love."

Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall do unto me."

II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind."

Mat 24:3 ¶ And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what [shall be] the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?

Mat 24:4 And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you.

Mat 24:5 For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many.

Mat 24:6 And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for all [these things] must come to pass, but the end is not yet.

Mat 24:7 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places.

Mat 24:8 All these [are] the beginning of sorrows.

Mat 24:9 Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted, and shall kill you: and ye shall be hated of all nations for my name's sake.

Mat 24:10 And then shall many be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one another.

Mat 24:11 And many false prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many.

Mat 24:12 And because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold.

Mat 24:13 But he that shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved.

Mat 24:14 And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come.

1Jo 5:4 For whatsoever is born of God overcometh the world: and this is the victory that overcometh the world, [even] our faith.

1Jo 5:5 Who is he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God?

1Jo 5:9 If we receive the witness of men, the witness of God is greater: for this is the witness of God which he hath testified of his Son.

1Jo 5:10 He that believeth on the Son of God hath the witness in himself: he that believeth not God hath made him a liar; because he believeth not the record that God gave of his Son.
1Jo 5:11 And this is the record, that God hath given to us eternal life, and this life is in his Son.
1Jo 5:12 He that hath the Son hath life; [and] he that hath not the Son of God hath not life.
1Jo 5:13 These things have I written unto you that believe on the name of the Son of God; that ye may know that ye have eternal life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of God.

Dark Red Star on a Collision Course with Earth

PLANET X

A catastrophe ominously looms on the horizon. Planet X, a huge planetary body, or star, is headed our way. Described as a great "Red Star," the path of this approaching, heavenly object puts it on a potential near miss with our planet, Earth.

If you haven't heretofore heard of the mysterious and deadly Planet X—so-called because it is said to be a newly discovered yet ancient tenth planet for our solar system—believe me, you will very soon. Doomsayers are predicting the marauding planet's elliptical orbit will bring it near to the earth soon.

One book recently published predicts Planet X will smash into, or blindside, the Earth soon, causing untold chaos, with the Earth literally tilting on its axis. The ensuing upheaval will spawn horrific hurricanes and unparalleled tornadoes, floods, and volcanic blowouts, and leave other planetary calamities in its wake. Many pseudo-astronomers and perennial astronomical doomsayers point to Zechariah Sitchin's works in which the British scientist/author alleges that a planet named "Nibiru," which travels an orbit from the other side of Pluto to earth on a 3,600 year cycle, causes manifold disasters each time it makes a pass. They say this is now the time for Nibiru to return.

Some cite other names for Planet X, including "Wormwood." This is prophetic since the Holy Bible does, in fact, prophesy catastrophic earth changes to occur due to a star by this name:

And the third angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp... And the name of the star is
While the more dramatic accounts forecast Planet X's arrival later this year, some maintain the shattering specter will occur later, in 2004, 2006, 2011, 2012 (the last year on the Mayan calendar), or even 2078. Others claim it could be thousands or even millions of years before the tenth planet orbits near Earth once again.

Surprisingly, a number of professional astronomers at the world's top observatories share the view that there is a tenth planet out in space. Scientific reports conclude that the gravitational pull of this tenth planet, a planet not now observable by most telescopes, is already disturbing the heavens and causing what the astronomers call "perturbation."

Planet X is a generic astronomical term for an unobserved object that is interacting with known objects. Before Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto were first observed, each was the Planet X of its day. However, Planet X was well known to the ancient civilizations and folklore tells us they had many names for it: Wormwood, Marduk, The Bearded Star, The Red Dragon, Dark Sister, Destroyer, and Frightener, among others.

While governments assure us that Planet X does not exist (even though they announced finding it in Dec 1983 and then quickly retracted what they had stated) with sketchy and condescending pronouncements intended to suppress public interest, the ancients and the current data say otherwise. They say Planet X is coming and that we need to prepare now.

On January 26, 1983, NASA launched the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). Independent Planet X researchers have long held the idea that the IRAS satellite imaged Planet X during its sky survey.

With that thought in mind, enjoy the following New York Times article published just 4 days after the IRAS launch.

**The New York Times**  
**Sunday, January 30, 1983**  
**Clues Get Warm in the Search for Planet X**  
**John Noble Wilford**
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Something out there beyond the farthest reaches of the known solar system seems to be tugging at Uranus and Neptune. Some gravitational
force keeps perturbing the two giant planets, causing irregularities in their orbits. The force suggests a presence far away and unseen, a large object that may be the long-sought Planet X.

Evidence assembled in recent years has led several groups of astronomers to renew the search for the 10th planet. They are devoting more time to visual observations with the 200-inch telescope at Mount Palomar in California. They are tracking two Pioneer spacecraft, now approaching the orbit of distant Pluto, to see if variations in their trajectories provide clues to the source of the mysterious force. And they are hoping that a satellite-borne telescope launched last week will detect heat “signatures” from the planet, or whatever it is out there.

The Infrared Astronomical Satellite was boosted into a 560-mile-high polar orbit Tuesday night from Vandenberg Air Force Base, CA. It represents an $80-million venture by the United States, Britain and the Netherlands. In the next six or seven months, the telescope is expected to conduct a wide-ranging survey of nearly all the sky, detecting sources not of ordinary light, but of infrared radiation, which is invisible to the human eye and largely absorbed by the atmosphere. Scientists thus hope that the new telescope will chart thousands of infrared-emitting objects that have gone undetected – stars, interstellar clouds, asteroids and, with any luck, the object that pulls at Uranus and Neptune.

U.S. News and World Report, September 10, 1984
Planet X — Is It Really Out There?

JPEG Images courtesy of John DiNardo: Sidebar

Shrouded from the sun’s light, mysteriously tugging at the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, is an unseen force that astronomers suspect may be Planet X — a 10th resident of the Earth’s celestial neighborhood.

Last year, the infrared astronomical satellite (IRAS), circling in a polar orbit 560 miles from the Earth, detected heat from an object about 50 billion miles away that is now the subject of intense speculation.

"All I can say is that we don’t know what it is yet," says Gerry Neugenbaur, director of the Palomar Observatory for the California Institute of Technology. Scientists are hopeful that the one-way journeys of the Pioneer 10 and 11 space probes may help to locate the nameless body.

Some astronomers say the heat-emitting object is an unseen collapsed star or possibly a "brown dwarf" — a protostar that never got hot
enough to become a star. However, a growing number of astronomers insist that the object is a dark, gaseous mass that is slowly evolving into a planet.

For decades, astronomers have noted that the orbits of two huge, distant planets — Neptune and Uranus — deviate slightly from what they should be according to the laws of physics. Gravitational pull from Planet X would explain that deviation.

**NASA Press Release 1992:** "Unexplained deviations in the orbits of Uranus and Neptune point to a large outer solar system body of 4 to 8 Earth masses, on a highly tilted orbit, beyond 7 billion miles from the sun."

Planet X was the subject of free and open debate among astronomers and scientists decades ago. However, following the mysterious death of Dr. Robert Harrington, the chief astronomer of the U.S. Naval Observatory, Planet X became a third-rail topic for scientists.

Harrington searched for the same object that famous astronomers such as Percival Lowell also searched for. He published a paper on where he believed he would find Planet X and traveled to New Zealand with his own telescope to observe his discovery.

After his trip, Harrington was silenced by a bizarre onset of esophageal cancer and died before he could publish his findings. Following his death, an anonymous obituary stated that he had been disappointed with his research. However, Harrington’s widow rejected this notion; she believed her husband was murdered to silence him before he could alert the world to proof of Planet X’s existence.

The close passing of Earth by a massive Brown Dwarf Star or Comet Planet would place a powerful gravitational pull upon earth and could cause a
POLAR SHIFT. The earth could flip on its axis and cause major cataclysmic events.

It is possible that eons ago, this Comet-Planet near passed earth and caused POLAR SHIFT and The Great Flood of Noah’s day. Again, this also sounds like the cataclysmic Judgment we read in Revelation (16) and Isaiah (24) that shall come upon the world that will follow Antichrist’s rise.

Planet X and The Secret Doctrine

Significantly, Freemasonry and the occult world have long awaited the arrival of Planet X. The occultists, in their Secret Doctrine, teach that the ancients once worshipped gods and deities, mighty men of reknown, who came to Earth from the heavens, from a planet star called Sirius.

The Egyptians knew this star, Sirius, as Dogon, the "Dog Star" and worshipped it under its guise as Anubis, the jackal-headed god. From its name were also derived the names of the chief deities of the Egyptian religion and culture, Osiris (Lord of the underworld) and Isis (the star goddess).

Noah and The Giants

Amazingly, the Holy Bible, in Genesis 6, describes an early time in the days of Noah when these star gods—in reality, Satan and his fallen angels—committed the abomination of mating with the daughters of men, producing hideous hybrids. These supernatural offspring the Bible calls "giants." It was because of the unimaginable wickedness and sin of these hybrid man/beast "giants" that God decided to cause a flood to overflow the earth and destroy them all. Only Noah, whose blood and DNA were unpolluted, and his family survived the great flood.
The myths of the pagan religions of Sumeria, Babylon, and Egypt often told of reptilian-like ancient astronauts visiting earth, mating with women, and worshipped by ancient mankind as powerful gods and goddesses. Now, many New Age teachers and occultists are gladly and expectantly proclaiming the soon return of these strange hybrid "dieties."

Yet, for whatever reason, God permitted a small number of the Nephilim to appear again years after the Noahic flood, and in Deuteronomy these monstrous, half-human creatures are called the Anakim, or Rephaim (literally— the "Congregation of the Dead!")

What's more, the Scriptures prophesy the return of these satanic mighty men, these evil "giants," in the last days. Yet, not as gods, but as devils! In Matthew 24:37-39, Jesus warned that as it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be when Christ comes once again. Moreover, the return of the fallen ones is coupled with mind-boggling signs in the heavens. As for Earth, the prophet Isaiah prophesied that mountains shall fall down and the planet will "reel to and fro like a drunkard."

Worse, even as one tragedy after another exacts its bloody toll on humanity, the Bible tells of the powerful beings who shall be unleashed from the bottomless pit and come abroad to torment men and women. Described with frightening impact in Revelation 9, these entities have a "King," over them, "which is the angel of the bottomless pit."

**Rev 9:11** And they had a king over them, [which is] the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue [is] Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath [his] name Apollyon.

Abaddon = "destruction"-- the name of the angel-prince of the infernal regions, the minister of death and the author of havoc on the earth.

Apollyon = "Destroyer"--the angel of the bottomless pit, the Destroyer
Now, as we near that ominous, prophesied Last Day signaling our Lord's coming, false religions such as Mormonism and Scientology, and Illuministic secret societies such as Freemasonry, the O.T.O., The Priory of Sion, and the Order of the Solar Temple, loudly and cheerfully are proclaiming the return of their star gods, to accompany the approach of the star planet Nibiru, more better known as Planet X.

This, then, is the great Hidden Secret behind the heralded coming again of Planet X and its star gods and goddesses.

The movie moguls are telling us that interplanetary creators of humankind, our saviors and overlords, are soon to descend. As depicted in a score of UFO accounts, sci-fi stories, and blockbuster movies such as *ET—The Extraterrestrial*, *Close Encounters of the Third Kind*, *Star Wars*, the *Jedi* sagas, and so many more, these supernatural beings love us and wish to guide us peacefully into a New Age of intergalactic harmony.

This teaching is at the very core of the *Secret Doctrine* of Helena Blavatsky's *Theosophy*, of L. Ron Hubbard's *Scientology*, and of Freemasonry's *Sirius* mystery teachings. But as I show on my startling new video, the events surrounding the return of *Planet X—The Dark Red Star on a Collision Course with Earth* (Available in *VHS* or *DVD*), are much, much more unsettling than what the expectant world has been duped into accepting as fact.

The truth, my friends, isn't "out there somewhere," as they proclaim on the popular TV series, *The X-Files*. It's found only in the prophetic pages of the Holy Bible. Isn't it time therefore, that Christians asked, what does *God* have to say about the tumultuous coming of Planet X?
The ancient Secret Doctrine taught by the occult world and by Freemasonry and other satanic sects tells of the return of supernatural "giants" from outer space accompanying the cyclical return of the mysterious Planet X.

Could Planet X Cause These Horrendous Catastrophes?
Wormwood 2012 and Planet X

(**Warning for the most part these are not from Christian sources, this is only being recommended for gleaning information about this phenomenon)

This 5-part video series offers secular view of this potential coming event. Produced and hosted by Marshall Masters, a former CNN science feature field producer. As the co-author and publisher of Planet X Forecast and 2012 Survival Guide, Marshall believes that 2012 will be a survivable, evolutionary event.

Click the link to view: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8S0bj76389U

NASA and Planet X
YOWUSA.COM, 12-August-07

Planet X - Mark Hazlewood on 1983 Planet X discovery featured in the planet X Video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2885020279532414649

Listener Comment regarding Comet Elenin
Dr. Johnson,

First of all, thank you for all you do in getting the truth out. I've been listening to you for about two years now, and I look forward to each new teaching that you put out.
You have presented a lot of information recently on earthquakes, but I haven't heard you say anything about "Comet" Elenin (C/2010 X1) that has entered our solar system.

On March 11, the day of the Japan earthquake, I saw a YouTube video that had been posted by "9nania" on MARCH 8 - THREE DAYS EARLIER - which showed an alignment between earth, "Elenin" and the sun that would happen between March 11-15, and she predicted that a MAJOR earthquake was imminent and warned anyone living in a fault zone to immediately flee to a safer area. No specific location for the earthquake was given.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57rSmxZovgE

Since the Japan earthquake had just happened, the accuracy of that video really got my attention, especially since she showed that a prior alignment of earth, "Elenin" and the sun occurred on February 27, 2010 - the day of the Chilean earthquake.

A week or so later, I saw another YouTube video posted by "InChristAlive" on March 15, which not only showed the same alignments, but also showed that there was also an alignment between earth, "Elenin" and the sun which occurred on September 4, 2010 - the day of the first Christchurch earthquake.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfOfBrNUOGA

That makes THREE major, devastating earthquakes that ALL happened on days that there were alignments between the earth, sun and this so-called "comet" Elenin. Is that just a coincidence? If you notice, "Elenin" was pretty far out in our solar system (between the orbits of Saturn and Jupiter) on the 2/27/10 alignment, and between the orbits of Jupiter and Mars on 3/11/11. The next major alignment will be September 26, 2011 - when "Elenin" passes BETWEEN the earth and the sun, just inside the orbit of Venus, which makes it nearly 6 times closer to earth than it was on March 11. It will get even closer in October and November when earth passes through "Elenin's" orbit.

What is going to happen on earth? Could this actually be "Niburu" or "Planet X"? Do you think that this has been known about for a long time and it's been kept hidden from the public?

Here is the actual program that both videos used from the NASA website. So, you can see the alignments aren't a hoax. Check the dates yourself.  
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=C%2F2010%20X1;orb=1;cov=0;log=0;cad=0#orb

I would love to hear your take on these events...Oh, and since you always say that the Illuminati, through Hollywood, always forewarns people, check out the movie "Deep Impact" from 1998.

May the Lord Jesus Christ continue to bless you and your ministry!

Dru

Video: Elenin Nibiru Earthquake Defense Warning Programs Cut – 2011
Greetings to All:

Important changes must be made to my original Brown Dwarf Timeline based upon updated information. NASA has also updated Elenin Comet information that has changed slightly:

[link to ssd.jpl.nasa.gov]

February 20, 2011 Updated Nibiru Brown Dwarf Timeline [link to www.usmessageboard.com]

[link to i29.photobucket.com]

Feb 20 Nibiru between Jupiter and Mars orbits. 2.48 AU from Earth.

March 4 Nibiru breaks through ecliptic plane for earth change symptoms to increase dramatically. 2.261 AU from Earth.

March 11 Saturn, Nibiru, Earth, Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Uranus are in alignment creating gravity trench for volcano/earthquake/tidal events to escalate. First Conjunction. 2.1 AU from Earth. Coincidently this just happens to be the date of the recent Japan earthquake and tsunami.

June 27 Nibiru crosses Mars orbit. 1.789 AU from Earth.

[link to i29.photobucket.com]

July 7 Saturn, Nibiru and Sun are in alignment where Saturn should show signs of the dwarf star assuming polarity control. 1.74 AU from Earth. [link to i29.photobucket.com]

Aug 3 Nibiru crosses Earth orbit and Earth reaches Nibiru perigee orbit angle position. 1.489 AU from Earth.

Aug 21 Nibiru crosses Venus orbit. 1.198 AU from Earth.

Sept 11 Nibiru reaches perigee position at Mercury orbit. 0.708 AU from Earth.

Sept 19 Nibiru equidistant from Sun And Earth. 0.523 AU from Earth.

Sept 26 Nibiru passes between Sun and Earth for second alignment for anticipated Geological Pole Shift Event. Second Conjunction. 0.396 AU from Earth.
Oct 2  Nibiru at Venus orbit. 0.316 AU from Earth.

Oct 17  Nibiru at Earth orbit and nearest position. 0.232 AU from Earth @ 21.57 million miles.

Nov 14  Nibiru crosses Mars orbit. 0.46 AU from Earth.

Nov 22  Nibiru, Earth and Sun alignment for Pole Shift Reversal Event. Third conjunction 0.58 AU from Earth.

Nibiru will finally be farther from the Earth than the Sun on Feb 29, 2012 marking 163 days from Sept. 19, 2011 that Nibiru is nearer our planet than the Sun.

A brown dwarf between Jupiter and Sun mass is approaching Earth from 5h 53m 27s -6 10’ 58 [link to www.usmessageboard.com] coordinates at 100,000 miles per hour covering 2.4 million miles each day from the Orion Constellation just below Orion’s lower-left belt location and expected to break through the ecliptic plane on March 4, 2011; when Nibiru Earth Change Symptoms are expected to become far worse. The brown dwarf with multiple moons [link to i29.photobucket.com] is currently on an inbound trajectory towards Mercury orbit and located between Jupiter orbit and Mars orbit.

The brown dwarf (Nibiru) is the object being currently tracked by NASA as the Psyop Leonid ELEnin Comet that is expected to come into alignment with Sun and Earth at the first of three conjunctions on March 11, 2011; which is what all the false flag psyop disinformation is calling the pole shift. The Dwarf is still too far away (2.1 AU) to assume polarity control of the Earth from the Sun. This first conjunction/alignment is actually the first of three 'shakings' or cavitation events that includes no pole shift at all. The magnetic poles of our planet are not shifting, but are 'migrating' from the approach of the brown dwarf and the powerful magnetic field and polarity entering our inner solar system; which has been going on since 2004. The dynamic gravitational Tug-of-War between the Sun, Earth and Brown Dwarf is enhanced by the near-alignment of seven planetary/solar bodies at this first conjunction shown in the first diagram above and demonstrated by a red conjunction line depicting extreme gravitational force. The next major event for Nibiru is June 27, 2011, when the dwarf crosses the Mars orbit.

Diagram 2 starts at August 3, 2011 when Nibiru crosses Earth orbit to then cross Venus orbit on August 21, 2011. Then we see Nibiru/Elenin reach perigee position nearest the Sun on September 11, 2011 exactly ten years from the 9/11 attacks [link to www.usmessageboard.com] when the dwarf begins the 3600-year orbit once again. September 26, 2011 marks the day of the second conjunction when Nibiru is only 36.8 million miles from earth, when the dwarf is expected to gain polarity control over the Earth to cause the Geological Pole Shift. There are 14 days between the brown dwarf
reaching perigee position and this conjunction with the Earth and Sun being equidistant to the dwarf on the 7th day (Sept. 18).

October 2 is the day that the brown dwarf crosses Venus’ orbit again to begin trekking in the direction of Earth. Our planet is still being pulled towards the Sun, but by this time we are also being pulled forward into the massive gravity well. Two weeks go by (Oct. 17) and the brown dwarf crosses the Earth orbit line to pass directly in front of our planet at just 21.57 million miles away, which is the nearest point in our encounter. The brown dwarf crosses the Mars orbit line on November 14, 2011 on way to the third conjunction on November 22 where the Earth passes directly between the two once again like on March 11. This marks the time of the Geological Pole Shift Reversal, that tips the Earth back to near the current position, as the Sun regains polarity control from Nibiru racing away from the inner solar system.

Related videos:

[link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.youtube.com]

Related links:

[link to poleshift.ning.com]
[link to poleshift.ning.com]
[link to www.usmessageboard.com]
[link to dprogram.net]
[link to www.usmessageboard.com]

GL,

Terral
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1367678/pg1

Ordinary Compasses Thrown Off by Changes in Earth’s Magnetic Field

By Loren Grush

Published February 25, 2011

| FoxNews.com
A computer simulation shows the Earth's magnetic field lines and two poles, with blue lines directed inward and yellow lines directed outward.

The Earth's magnetic field is changing at an increasing rate, throwing off airports and altering the aurora borealis -- and its effect on ordinary compasses could mean the difference between homeward bound and hopelessly lost.

Earth’s northernmost magnetic point -- or magnetic north -- is distinct from its geographic North Pole, and scientists have long known that the magnetic poles are on the move.

But the magnetic poles have been moving faster lately, sliding towards Siberia at 34 miles per year at a speed that's accelerated 36 percent over the last 10 years, according to the United States Geological Survey, or USGS.

Since compasses rely on magnetic north to point you in the right way up the trail, the average $2-dollar model could very well point you in the wrong direction. Depending on location and journey length, unaware hikers or boaters could find themselves hundreds of miles off course if they don’t calibrate for the shift, experts said.

“At Washington D.C., the compass points 10 degrees to the west of true north,” Jeffrey Love, USGS advisor for geomagnetic research, told FoxNews.com. ”And this is increasing at Washington at a rate of about 1/10 of a degree per year.”

Related Links

Magnetic North Pole Shifts, Forces Runway Closures at Florida Airport
Will the Earth's Wandering Magnetic Poles Cause Deadly Superstorms?
Bob Nations, Jr., the Director of Shelby County Office of Preparedness, says that since the lack of preparation exposed by Hurricane Katrina, he is "preparing for the catastrophic event" in his six-county jurisdiction.

Nations admitted that after a major quake, Tennessee's infrastructure and response capabilities "would get overwhelmed fairly quickly."

There are 15 nuclear power plants in the New Madrid fault zone -- three reactors in Alabama -- that are of the same or similar design as the site in Japan experiencing problems.
The USGS report predicts that a major quake would create horrific scenes like something out of a science fiction movie, potentially cutting the Eastern part of the country off from the West in terms of vehicular traffic and road commerce.

"The older highways and railroad bridges that cross the Mississippi River, as well as older overpasses, would likely be damaged or collapse in the event of a major New Madrid earthquake," according to USGS.

In September, FEMA's associate administrator for Response and Recovery, William Carwile, told a Senate panel that FEMA has five regional groups planning for possible earthquake responses, but a major quake along the New Madrid fault line could displace 7.2 million people and knock out 15 bridges. The response would require 42,000 first responders from local firefighters to the Pentagon.

Another study by the Mid-America Earthquake Center last year estimates that nearly 750,000 buildings would be damaged, 3,000 bridges would potentially collapse, 400,000 breaks and leaks to local pipelines and $300 billion in direct damage and $600 billion in indirect losses would occur. Source http://beforeitsnews.com/story/487/603/15_Nuclear_Reactors_on_New_Madrid_Fau